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About This Software

Play sounds in voice chats in high digital quality. Try the free demo now!

You probably heard of soundboard, where people put sounds together like the popular Duke Nukem sounds. With Soundpad
you can play them not only to yourself, but also to others.

Features

 Play sounds in voice chats
Works in any voice related application like Teamspeak, Mumble, Skype, Discord or games like Dota2, CS:GO or
PUBG.

 Hotkeys
Set hotkeys for each and every sound file and play them quickly while ingame.

 Sound recorder and editor
Soundpad has a built-in Sound recorder, which allows you to record what you hear. The integrated editor helps you to
cut the sounds quickly.

 Volume normalization
Some of your sound files are quiet while others are too loud? The integrated volume normalization will equalize the
volume, so it meets the volume of your voice.
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 Easy setup
Soundpad extends your default recording device, which most commonly is your microphone, without installing
additional devices.
After a system restart you can enjoy playing sounds on your microphone.

 Supported file types
aac, flac, m4a, mp3, ogg, wav, wma

Important notice:

 Soundpad installs an audio driver extension, which requires a system restart when you run Soundpad for the first time.

 Furthermore, Soundpad requires deactivated Windows Audio DRM validation in order to work. If you want to watch a
DRM protected DVD and run Soundpad at the same time, one of both will not work. You can toggle DRM validation in
the options, when you are about to watch or listen to DRM protected media.

Check out the demo and start collecting your individual sounds!
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On a sale it's an okay buy at best.

You'll play once, maybe twice, then probably won't boot the game up again for years.

Why ? because the game's rng is heavily flawed and the "story" doesn't progress unless you have very specific items... If you
dont have said items ( or get stuck in a RNG loop like it happenned all too often) you'll just waste away until you reach an
unavoidable game over.

My last game litterally ended this way :

Raider attacked on day 31 used axe to defend. Axe breaks
Day 32 army asks me to cut lumber outside ( no axe)
Day 36 managed to scavenge an axe ...
Day 37 Raiders attack, uses axe to defend, axe breaks
Day 38 Military asks me to cut lumber outside.

Basically kept looping til day about day 50 - 52 because "raiders established themselves int he neighborhood" which basically
meant every scavenging attempt ended up in failure. Thus i ended up with no weapons and the raiders just downed every family
member one by one .The thing is, there is Nothing i could have done to avoid the raiders or combat their presence .... Don't get
me wrong, this isn't a bad game. Just not good enough to recommend.

The gameplay is point and click puzzling solving which is actually pretty solid. The main problem is that the puzzles range in
difficulty from easy to just plain crazily convuluted and overally complex. This makes the game feel tedious and frustrating.
The challenge is all over the map and it breaks the game in my mind.

The game is relatively short, but I feel the price tag is justified for the amount of time you'll probably spend as you try to trudge
through the puzzles. The game has a lot of gore, but they went a bit overboard with it, and it doesn't feel scary at all because of
it. I do, however, feel that the art syle works for what they were trying to achieve and is one of the main highlights. The story is
fragmented and poorly delivered, with no closure at the end.

It has no replayability. There is literally nothing different if you play the game a second time, unless you want to try and replay it
for some achievements. Hardly seems worth it to randomly click the screen 5,000 times for a single lousy achievement. The
"play the game for three hours" achievement seems bugged, so this screws those who likes to try and get a 100% rating in
games.

Lastly, I had minor issues with the game in terms of funcationality. There's no options menu to fix the screen resolution, sound,
etc. You're forced to play in full screen. This would be fine if my game didn't crash when I tried to alt tab out if it was
necessary. This wasn't always the case, and luckily the game's auto saving is good, otherwise it would be a complete trainwreck.

Although an honest attempt was made and there are some good points, "tedious" is really the best way I can describe this as a
whole.. It started out a little run-of-the-mill. But it incorperated a lot of great concepts.

It even has an excuse for it's rough graphics, lol.

This game surprised me, and I ended up really enjoying it. 4\/5. Beautiful graphics, interesting innovation in gameplay, and a
brilliant soundtrack. Fantastic if you're a fan of old similar games such as breakout or crystal hammer.. The game doesn't look
that bad for a point-and-click adventure. The movies were also nice especially since that meant I didn't have to curse over the
useless GUI. The voice acting and music is quite enjoyable throughout the whole game. Unfortunately, there is no real sense of
progress as you make it through the investigations. One of the puzzles is plain
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 with no obvious reasoning, even in walkthroughs. Movement is
extremely clunky which is a pain when you need to sneak or solve a timed puzzle. The set of final questions - which are optional
- were just guesswork due to the extreme lack of coherency throughout the rest of the game. There is just too little coherency
for this game to work as entertainment.. It's not a joke. This is a literal retelling of the bible story.
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0\/10 expected a meme.. An instant classic 4X game!
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Fun puzzle game. The devs were very creative. Peaceful music and certainly relaxing.. It's absolutely adorable and funny. I'm
waiting for the other routes to come out and i hope they hurry up, because i'm really curious how they will turn out.. i
♥♥♥♥ing love ragdoll physics.. I really don't know what did I just buy, but yeah, 10\/10 for the plant.. - Almost useless ranged
weapons
- Rather simplified Cyberspace fight
- Typical cyberpunk setting with typical 'cyber' and little lore explained

+- A somewhat repetitive and predictable melee combat.

+ Vivid and memorable NPCs, with a good amount of background reading to understand their motives
+ Excellent voice acting! Can't stress enough how good it is.
+ A good atmospheric soundtrack
+ A decent plot with enough twists. Not perfect but gets the job done.
+ Charisma system is very basic but still better than in TES4. Makes you remember what you've heard and said.
+ The game REMEMBERS your choices. If you find a clue, an email, it may not show in your quest log but the game
remembers everything, and at the right moment you will always be able to use it.
+ The game tracks your actions and changes the world accordingly (even with such a limited budget). The NPCs know what
you've done.

All and all, a good little game to spend a week on that leaves you wishing for more.. A wonderful, simplistic little party game..
easy to learn - hard to master.. it's like toribash light, it doesn't take ages to learn, just click and drag the body part and the timer
goes down as you drag.

However.. there are a few cons which are present, but it might just be that they are not present YET..

* No replays.
This is not just a game about winning, it's a game of wits and doing nice moves, even if they don't make you win. A replay at the
end of each combat is a MUST for the future!

* No sound or graphics settings.
Given I've only played this game for a very short while, I might just not have found them yet.. but the main menu only has
"start" or "quit".. you can still use alt + enter to enter \/ exit fullscreen though.

Conclusion?
For 3\u20ac - it's a must have! Since it's, to me, not only about winning.. you don't really need a friend to play it with all the
time, even though it's even better with a friend.. I'll let you know after the coming weekend! ;-)

so..

To be continued.... If you want to play Cricket on Steam you're basically stuck with this, but it's hard to justify even at a low
cost. The gameplay is both incredibly simplistic (fielding is all automatic and bowling is very toned-down) and needlessly
complex (many, many ways to swing, each with their own button combination.) There's not a whole lot to do but just play games
with the teams they provide you (no customization or anything like that) so even if you can get past the controls, there's not
much to do. Worst yet, the game isn't supported anymore and you can't create accounts for it, so setting up multiplayer requires
using external programs like Hamachi.

A bunch of my friends bought the game for each other as gag gifts, and even the people who liked cricket couldn't find much to
enjoy. The game's probably not even be worth it for $2.99.. I tried that just for the fun without any expectations and have to say
it was great fun. I would love to see it in my school !. I loved this game, I found it delightful and interesting.
As the synopsis suggests, you are Amber, and having grown up in the woods being raised by your adoptive mother, you\u2019re
sent to the big city to become an apprentice alchemist. You spend the first portion of the game at this stage, where you get to
know your new love-interests\/friends, and make decisions that shape how your personality develops (i.e. do you want a light or
dark alignment, are you selfish or selfless, etc\u2026).
Later you progress to the \u2018adult\u2019 stage (complete with a change of appearance for you and the other characters),
having (hopefully) passed your exams you start your own business, a \u2018magic shop\u2019. It\u2019s slightly weird that
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none of this game seems to focus on actually RUNNING the titular magic shop. You gain \u2018jobs\u2019 elsewhere (and
occasionally a customer will come in with a special order), craft the required objects and gain money\/xp\/loot\/reputation
(depending on what reward you wanted). You can upgrade your shop to give yourself various bonuses, like more daily cash
(never enough to do much with, but it\u2019s something), or allows crafting more advanced items.
The \u2018alignment\u2019 system is a tad weird, sometimes the choices you make that gain you light or dark points
don\u2019t really seem to fit (an important decision that nets you a whopping 5 light points requires you to publicly humiliate
yourself for someone else\u2019s benefit, something he never really appreciates or apologises for).
The crafting system I really enjoyed (though you can skip it entirely with the visual novel mode), even if the one ingredient I
needed most was NEVER in stock\u2026 It was a nice change of pace, instead of a combat system, you gain xp by crafting.
The main story is nicely engaging, and most of the love-interest specific stories are interesting too. I was delighted to see yuri
and poly options for romance, the game also features a gay character and a trans character (yay!). Interestingly there is no
jealousy mechanic, Amber just openly dates multiple people, periodically breaking up with them until she\u2019s only dating
one. I like this, but it can lead to some weird moments such as the character who\u2019s arch largely revolves around him
becoming paranoid and self-centred, seems perfectly fine with you dating other people at the same time (though will assume the
worst if\/when you break up with him).
The worst I can say is that some of the love-interest stories seem a bit shallow and could have done with more fleshing out.
Essentially my key criticism of the game is I want MORE. More detail, more story, more places to visit and things to craft.
More little side-stories. I of course understand there\u2019s only so much a developer can feasibly fit in a game, and honestly if
the worst I can say about a game is \u2018It left me wanting more\u2019 then I dare say that makes it a pretty decent game. It
took me about 30 hours to get ALL achievements and see everything, so I\u2019m happy it was money well spent. If you
ONLY played it through on visual novel mode, you might feel otherwise, I don\u2019t know.
. Not Bad Game
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